
 

This is a small utility to read/write to a file of macros defined by the user. It is being tested on a mac, and should work on any
non-Windows OS. Mac-Clipper Description: A very simplistic version of Mac-Clipper. It will not cut text, but will copy/paste to
the clipboard and can cut lists, styles and images if you get a lot of documents to copy. Spy Detective Description: Open source
solution that allows you to see what is going on behind the scenes of an application. It can help you to gain access to confidential
information. It shows the files that are opened/closed, who opened/closed the files and when. The latest version uses both classic
GUI and PowerShell console mode. UNL0D Description: A local time and date clock that shows time and date in an
unconventional manner. The output can be simply be viewed on a terminal, or shown to a graphical application. MiniGUI
Description: MiniGUI is a classic but very lightweight and feature-full Windows-like GUI, which is cross-platform. This cross-
platform program is based on the C/C++ language and uses GLUI and GTK libraries. S1FF Description: S1FF is a simple but
powerful one-stop shop for automating all kinds of IT tasks, such as making connections, uploading files, executing scripts,
opening programs, changing passwords, scanning external hosts, and even downloading and running files. Mozilla Thunderbird
Description: Mozilla Thunderbird is an email client. It provides an easy way to manage, send, and receive email messages. All-in-
One MDM Description: The All-in-One MDM is designed to be an advanced multi-domain management console that delivers
application management, device management, user account management and secure communications. GSmPasSDK
Description: The Google Mobile SDK allows you to control, integrate, and automate your apps from within Gmail. The APIs
provide your developers the tools they need to build powerful mobile applications for Android and iOS. VCard File Reader
Description: VCard Reader can be used as a personal information manager to manage contacts, events and calendar. It supports
Microsoft Outlook and several other email clients. Advanced PHP Editor Description: A simple lightweight editor that is built
on top of Sublime Text. Can be used to edit, view and test 70238732e0
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Rinzo XMl Editor is a powerful XML Editor/Viewer designed for Windows XP. Rinzo XML Editor supports the basic
operation of the XML Schema Definition (XSD) files for validating, editing and displaying XML documents. Rinzo also
supports the definition of schema for complex data structures such as SOAP Web Services. Rinzo XML Editor allows viewing
and editing the documents, deleting and renaming nodes, and tags. Rinzo XML Editor also allows to view and edit the schema
documents. Rinzo XML Editor also supports the complex data structure, such as the XML document, SOAP Web Service and
XML Schema Definition. The possible input method includes DOS or Unicode file. Rinzo XML Editor supports the following
languages including Chinese, English, Japanese, Korean, German, French, Russian, and Spanish. Rinzo XML Editor has
additional functions such as generation of XML documents for sending requests to server using SOAP, generating WSDL
documents for the requests, and conversion between two XML documents. Rinzo XML Editor supports the following viewing
modes including the tree view, flat view, and the detailed list view. Rinzo XML Editor provides the following functions
including export, import, and merge. Rinzo XML Editor also provides the functions such as viewing the tags and creating,
editing, deleting, renaming, sorting nodes, importing and exporting the XML documents. Rinzo XML Editor supports the
following XML data types including the element nodes, list nodes, document nodes, XML schema nodes, text nodes, and
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CDATA nodes. Rinzo XML Editor supports the following URI schemes including http, https, ftp, file, and mailto. Rinzo XML
Editor supports the following data types including the Unicode character, Japanese Japanese Katakana Hiragana, Hebrew, and
Arabic Arabic. Rinzo XML Editor supports the following keywords including the attributes, attribute-value pairs, comments,
processing instructions, entity reference, DTD, DOCTYPE, and entity. Rinzo XML Editor supports the following patterns
including the CDATA, XML document, DTD, XML schema, XSD, SOAP-Web service, and XML data type. Rinzo XML
Editor supports the following file extensions including the xsd, xhtml, xml, xmlx, xhtml-basic, xhtml-xsd, xslt, xsl, rinzo-XML,
jsp, php, ascx, aspx, sit, cgi, cgi-bin, config, cgi-class, html, htm,
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